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What is included in a single box of Tangible Boost?
A box of Tangible Boost contains all the materials required for one monthly treatment, including two (2) vials 
of Tangible Boost components (A and B must be mixed), a lens case, and an instruction manual with diagram.

Who should use Tangible Boost?
Any patient with Tangible Hydra-PEG coated lenses will benefit from using Tangible Boost as a monthly treatment 
to ensure the benefits of the coating are maintained for the entire wearing cycle of the lenses. 

How is Tangible Boost sold?
Patients may purchase Boost through their eye care practitioner, or directly through Tangible Science with a valid 
prescription from their doctor. ECPs may purchase Boost for resale with an account on www.tangiblescience.com 

 

Why does the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating need to be restored?
While the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating permanently improves the surface of custom lenses, there are a number
of factors that can reduce the coating thickness over time. These include: 
       -How aggressively the lenses are rubbed during cleaning (use Tangible Clean for the most gentle cleaning);
       -The amount of tear protein and lipids that deposit on the lenses; 
       -The storage conditions of the lenses (dry storage will thin the coating faster). 
Tangible Boost ensures that even though patients are unique, they will all have the best experience possible.
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Do patients have to use Tangible Boost every month?
Tangible Boost is FDA indicated for monthly use as this ensures that the coating will not thin beyond repair. 
Less frequent usage may not produce the desired results. Use of Tangible Boost should also begin as early as
possible after receiving new lenses to ensure the best performance of the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating.

What is Tangible Boost®?
Tangible Boost is an at-home, monthly use lens treatment that restores the Tangible Hydra-PEG coating and 
maintains the wettability of coated lenses. It is the final piece of the Tangible Care System. First have Tangible
Hydra-PEG applied at your custom lab when lenses are ordered; Next, use Tangible Clean daily to clean and 
disinfect lenses while protecting Tangible Hydra-PEG. Lastly, use Tangible Boost monthly to restore and 
maintain the optimal performance of Tangible Hydra-PEG throughout the life of the lenses. 

Can Tangible Boost extend the use of lenses beyond the doctor recommended period?
Custom lens patients require regular ocular health exams in order to ensure the best experience of lens wear. 
Tangible Boost is only available with a prescription by an eye care practitioner and patients should always return 
for a new eye exam as instructed, so their doctor can determine if the lenses need to be replaced.


